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I present a personal vision of what is essential in the field of neutrino mass, both from the point of
view of what has been achieved and what could lie ahead. In the process, I offer a logical, theoretical
and phenomenological rationale behind my opinions. It is however neither a summary of what was
discussed in the conference nor a party-line viewpoint, rather an attempt to dig through the enormous
body of material in our field in order to uncover a common unifying thread. The main focus is on the
search for a predictive and self-contained theory of the origin and nature of neutrino mass, with the
conclusion that the Left-Right Symmetric Model plays a special role in this aspect.

I. PROLOGUE

Neutrino 2020 will be remembered as historic. It was
the biggest high-energy conference ever organized, with
more than 3300 participants, and it was online due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In spite of the tragic circumstances,
it achieved something special, unprecedented - it brought
hundreds (at some moments more than 1000) of us
together in real time, in the privacy and comfort of our
homes, from all over the world. It showed us that we may
share great scientific excitement without polluting the
environment, without having to leave our loved ones, or
interrupt our everyday life.

If you were one of the attendees, you need no convincing
that neutrino mass is special, for the fact that so many of
us came together to discuss it speaks eloquently for itself.
In any case, by being predicted to vanish in the Standard
Model, neutrino mass is arguably the best window into
the new physics. And, as I discuss below, it touches into
the core of it all.

II. NEUTRINO MASS: THEORY BEHIND?

It took us a long time but we have come a long way. We
are close to untangling neutrino masses and mixings -
only the scale of the mass is missing, and the CP phase(s),
as discussed amply during the conference. I have nothing
meaningful to add to this profoundly important subject. I
can only add my voice to the obvious: we must go on and
complete the job in order to have an arena for testing the
theory we are all eagerly awaiting for.

We have a long way to go, though, since to get there de-
mands that we come up with a self-contained, predictive
theory of neutrino mass, testable and hopefully tested
in near future. Anything else will imply falling short of
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this essential goal. And by a theory of neutrino mass,
I do not mean tailor ordered models, but a theory that
structurally predicts non-vanishing neutrino mass and
relates it to new physical processes. An example is worth
a thousand words, so let us go through the theories that
actually did structurally predict neutrino mass before
experiment.

A. SO(10) grand unified theory.

The SO(10) grand unified model [1] is a minimal
theory that unifies both the relevant particle interac-
tions and a family of fermions. The building block,
the 16-dimensional fermion representation, contains a
right handed (RH) neutrino N on top of the 15 up and
down quarks, electron and neutrino. In the process of
symmetry breaking N becomes naturally heavy and
equally naturally leads to small neutrino mass through
the seesaw mechanism [2]. This is a perfect example of
a theory that predicted neutrino mass from its structure
long before experiment, and can account for its smallness.
The way it works is beautiful and worth recapitulating
briefly here. The crucial point is that the unification of
gauge couplings implies the existence of an intermediate
scale below 1014GeV [3] - the scale where N gets the
mass. This in turn guarantees that the naturally small
neutrino mass is sufficiently large to explain atmospheric
neutrino oscillations.

The problem however comes from the main prediction
of grand unified theories, besides the existence of mag-
netic monopoles, the proton decay. A successful theory
should be able to predict proton decay branching ratios
in a self-contained manner, without extra assumptions.
Sounds nice in principle, but gets hard in practice.

One is faced with the choice of whether to use small
or large Higgs representations. Small representations
are clearly more appealing, but tend to lead to wrong
fermion mass relations and typically require higher di-
mensional operators. This implies great many couplings
and prevents making predictions regarding proton decay
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branching ratios. Larger representations can work at
the renormalizable level, however the threshold effects
become more pronounced which renders the predictions
less certain.

Moreover, large representations end up lowering the
scale where gravity becomes important. What happens
is the following. From black hole physics, one learns [4]
that the the scale when gravity gets to be strong (call it
Λstrong) is not MPl as we would normally expect, but de-
pends on the number of degrees of freedom - or number of
species Nspecies as coined by Dvali [4] - of the theory

Λstrong = MPl√
Nspecies

. (1)

In SO(10), Nspecies ∼ 102 −103, significantly lowering
the scale. In order for the GUT theory to be predictive,
however, Λstrong should be much bigger than the uni-
fication scale MGUT ' 1016GeV, making it even more
problematic and at the same time less convincing to
ignore the higher dimensional operators. And maybe
even worse, large representations can lead [5] to collec-
tive processes that could violate the unitarity, forcing a
change of the regime of the theory [6].

Bottom line: as beautiful and profound the SO(10)
grand unified theory is, no clear cut predictions have been
obtained that could lead to a smoking gun signature. No
universally accepted model has emerged yet and in its ab-
sence we go on with our list of potentially self-contained,
predictive theories.

B. Supersymmetric Standard Model

Another clear example of a theory that predicts neu-
trino mass from its structure is the Supersymmetric
extension of the Standard Model (SSM). The role of the
RH neutrino is played here by the photino and Zino,
the partners of the photon and the Z-boson, and the
seesaw mechanism is realised through the small vev of
the sneutrino, the supersymmetric scalar partner of the
neutrino. This amounts to not imposing the so-called
R-parity, a symmetry assigning opposite sign on particles
and their super partners. Since there is nothing natural a
priori about imposing such a symmetry by hand, neutrino
mass is a natural generic feature of the low energy
supersymmetry.

This sounds nice in principle, but in practice it is a
nightmare, as with any other phenomenological issue
within the SSM - there are far too many parameters to
make any coherent statement. In reality the SSM is
more like an endless collection of different models rather
than a well defined theory. So one normally fixes the
parameter space in order to make ’predictions’, the very

opposite of the way a theory should work.

I say this with a heavy heart, since I have a vested
interest in low energy supersymmetry, regarding the
prediction of gauge coupling unification. Following the
work of Dimopoulos et.al. [7], Marciano and I [8] showed
that unification requires a heavy top quark with a mass
around 200 GeV. Moreover, the unification of gauge
couplings was predicted ten years before LEP, at the
time when the weak mixing angle was wrongly measured
- supersymmetry actually anticipated experiment by a
long shot.

It is well known that the SSM could have a natural
dark matter candidate if the lightest neutralino was to
be stable, or in other words, if R-parity was somehow
magically conserved to an astonishing precision. This can
be of course postulated by hand - and is often done - but it
can be actually automatically achieved in a large class of
theories, with B-L gauge symmetry spontaneously broken
at some large scale by a field(s) with even charge [9]. A
prime example is provided by a supersymmetric SO(10)
theory that employs a 126H Higgs field for this pur-
pose [10].

The argument is somewhat subtle and goes as follows.
The first thing to notice is that in the SSM, R-parity
cannot be spontaneously broken since it would lead to
the existence of a Goldstone boson, the Majoron, coupled
to the Z boson [11] - forbidden by the Z width. The point
is that imposing R-parity implies a continuous global
B-L symmetry. Secondly, if a theory with a new high
scale possesses an automatic gauged B-L symmetry,
R-parity (automatic consequence of B-L) is either broken
at the large scale or not. In the former case one must
ensure that the breaking in the low energy sector is small
enough to be compatible with experiment, and here we
have nothing to say on this.

The latter case is more profound since R-parity either
remains unbroken or gets broken spontaneously at low
energies through a vev of LH sneutrino. However, since
by assumption the new physics scale beyond SSM is
large, this implies that the corrections to the Majoron
mass must be small, suppressed by a low supersymmetry
breaking scale - and thus a theory with a large scale
would lead un unacceptable light pseudo-Goldstone [9].
In other words, in a theory with automatic gauged
R-parity, unless R-parity is broken at the high scale, it
is guaranteed to remain exact, implying a stable dark
matter candidate. A physical realization of this appealing
picture is a renormalisable seesaw mechanism where the
RH neutrino (and sneutrino) gets a large mass through
spontaneous symmetry breaking of B-L symmetry [9].
A natural arena behind it is provided by the Left-Right
symmetry [12], besides the above mentioned SO(10)
grand unified theory.
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In short, low energy supersymmetry has surely great
merits, however, it fails as a self-contained theory of neu-
trino mass. Since low energy supersymmetry is tailor
made for grand unification, one could hope that the su-
persymmetric GUT models could do the job. The problem
again is proton decay, and the situation is much worse
that in the non-supersymmetric case, since there is a new
important contribution from super-partners, that tends to
dominate the proton decay rate. And just as in the or-
dinary grand unification, no universally accepted model
emerged, and no precise predictions. We are forced to
move on.

C. Left-Right Symmetric Theory

So we turn our attention to a much more promising
candidate for a theory of neutrino mass, the Left-Right
Symmetric Model (LRSM). It was proposed originally [13]
to account for parity violation in weak interactions by
attributing it to the spontaneous symmetry breaking
of an otherwise perfectly symmetric world - hence the
name. This brings Left-Right symmetry breaking on
the same footing of gauge symmetries, which is appeal-
ing per se. But more important, since if there is left,
there must be right, and the theory predicts from the on-
set a right handed neutrino - and thus also neutrino mass.

Neutrino mass seemed a curse when the theory was
proposed in the ’70s, since neutrino still seemed massless
and the SM wanted it massless. It was moreover hard to
understand why it was so light compared to the electron.
The seesaw mechanism turned the curse into a blessing
as the solar neutrino puzzle started, slowly but surely,
to call for neutrino mass. It not only made the neutrino
mass naturally small, but connected its smallness to
the near maximality of parity violation in the weak
interaction.

The crucial aspect lies in the word ’near’ - everything
works out great as long as you don’t take the scale of
parity restoration to infinity as in the SM. It took some
forty years to show it, but finally it emerged that the
LRSM in its minimal version is actually a self-contained,
predictive theory of both the origin and the nature of
neutrino mass.

We shall returns to this strong claim below and make
sure we justify it. But before we go on, an important ques-
tion must be raised as to whether or not we can ignore
gravity in all this.

D. Does gravity matter?

We all know that matter gravitates, but we also
believe that gravity does not matter at today’s ener-
gies. Actually, some years ago when solar neutrinos

were thought to oscillate on their way towards us - the
so-called ’just so’ oscillations - it was suggested that
Planck-scale-suppressed effects could actually account
for a tiny neutrino mass [15]. We know today, however,
that neutrino mass differences are too large for Planck
scale suppressed physics to matter, and it would appear
that gravity can be safely ignored.

However, the situation turns out to be more subtle. It
has been argued [16], in analogy with QCD, that the grav-
itational anomaly can induce chiral symmetry breaking
with neutrino taking the role of up and down quarks in
QCD

〈ν̄ν〉 =Λ3
gravity . (2)

The relevant scale Λgravity depends only on the Planck
scale MP and is exponentially suppressed by the number
of degrees of freedom (number of species) involved in the
theory [17]

Λ3
gravity . M3

Pl e−Nspecies , (3)

where Nspecies here counts the real degrees of freedom. In
the SM, summing up the three generations of fermions,
the strong and electro-weak gauge bosons, and the Higgs
doublet, gives NSM

species = 118. Adding the three RH
neutrinos assumed above would give Nspecies = 124 and
Λgravity . GeV , which can surely impact neutrino mass.
In principle it could also affect the electron mass and it
should be kept in mind as the SM Higgs mechanism keeps
being verified for lighter generations.

III. THE CORE OF IT ALL

In his classic work [18], Majorana left us a lasting
legacy by showing that a neutral fermion can be its own
antiparticle through the so-called Majorana mass term.
The only candidate for a Majorana fermion in the SM is
the neutrino, and if it is so, it would imply Lepton Number
Violation (LNV) by two units. There are two fundamental
∆L = 2 processes, at low and high energies, respectively:

• neutrinoless double beta decay

• LNV at hadron colliders (LHC)

It is impossible to overemphasise the importance of
these processes, and in what follows we shall focus a lot on
the profound connection between them. We will show how
the observation of the former could actually imply observ-
able effects of the latter at the LHC or a future hadron
collider. This is arguably our best door to new physics at
accessible energies.

A. Neutrinoless double beta decay

This text-book example [19] of low energy LNV has be-
come the central experimental and theoretical focal point
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in our search for the nature of neutrino mass. If neutrino
mass was of Majorana nature, it would allow for the pro-
cess shown in Fig. 1. It is easy to see that the amplitude
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FIG. 1. Neutrinoless double-beta decay through the exchange of
Majorana neutrino.

for such process is given by

A ν∝G2
F

mee
ν

p2 , (4)

where mee
ν is the appropriate neutrino mass matrix

element, and p ' 100MeV is a measure of neutrino
virtuality, relevant for the nuclei in question. From
the non observation of 0ν2β, or more precisely from
the limit τ0ν2β & 1026 yr, set recently by the GERDA
experiment [20], one obtains an upper limit on the
neutrino Majorana mass, mee

ν . 0.1 eV . This is exciting
since it is getting close to the scale of neutrino mass from
atmospheric oscillations.

Keep in mind that the neutrino Majorana mass contri-
bution in Fig. 1 goes through the usual weak interaction,
and thus both electrons come out left-handed.

It is often said that this process is a probe of neutrino
Majorana mass, that it would surely hint that neutrino
could be Majorana if observed. There is even a claim
(known as the black-box theorem [21]) that neutrino
would have to be Majorana. This would be very exciting
if it was not wrong. First of all, although this process
indicates the Majorana possibility, the actual contribu-
tion from the so-called 0ν2β black box is negligibly small,
giving mν ' 10−24 eV [22], zero for all practical purposes.
That neutrinoless double beta decay may not be due
to neutrino Majorana mass, but rather to some new
unknown physics, was pointed out originally more than
sixty years ago [23], and yet, it is often ignored to this day.

In order to appreciate the impact of new physics, arriv-
ing from a new large scale Λ6L, let us write a relevant ef-
fective operator describing the 0ν2β. Being a six-fermion
operator, it has dimension nine

ANP ∝ 1
Λ5

6L
(e e u u d̄ d̄) . (5)

Compare it with the neutrino contribution in (4), which
as we said probes the value mν ' 10−1eV . It implies in
turn Λ6L & 3TeV - tailor-made for the LHC. Recall that
a similar limit on the scale of baryon number violation
is Λ6B & 1016GeV , astronomically far from direct experi-
mental reach.

Moreover, there are clear ways of knowing that new
physics and not neutrino mass is the source of the pro-
cess: it is sufficient that one of the electrons that comes
out of 0ν2β is right-handed. In this case, 0ν2β could
actually be a probe of the theory of neutrino mass, rather
than of the mass itself - a far more exciting perspective.

In summary, if new physics were to cause neutrinoless
double decay, it could lie tantalisingly close to the LHC en-
ergies. Hard to imagine a better motivation for observable
new physics, suggested by pure phenomenological consid-
erations - and yet it is rarely mentioned. This possibility
would be even more exciting for it would open the door to
lepton number violating processes at today’s or near fu-
ture hadron colliders.

B. LNV violation at colliders: The Keung-Senjanović
(KS) process

The new physics that we have been talking about is di-
rect lepton number violation at hadron colliders, in the
form of same sign lepton pairs accompanied by jets, as
argued by Keung and myself [24] more than thirty five
years ago. This is a high energy analog of the neutrinoless
double beta decay, with the same lepton number violation
pattern by two units. It also probes lepton flavour viola-
tion, and has an advantage over the neutrinoless double
beta decay: Unlike the low energy situation, in this case
one can probe directly the physics behind it. The prime
candidate is the Left-Right symmetric theory, but not ex-
clusively: Most theories of neutrino Majorana mass lead
to the KS process, which makes it a paradigm for lepton
number violation at hadron colliders.

It took a long time for this process be universally recog-
nised, and the LHC has finally made it a reality - today
both ATLAS [25] and CMS [26] are actively pursuing it.
There is a profound connection between the KS process
and neutrinoless double beta decay, that we discuss be-
low. But to see what it is all about, we first need to step
back.

IV. BACK TO BASICS: PARITY AND THE SM

In a sense, it all started with the bombshell of Lee and
Yang in 1956 that parity could be breaking in weak in-
teractions [27]. When experiment some six month later
confirmed it, and moreover, showed that the breaking is
maximal, the road to the SM was paved. It led to the V−A
theory [28], with a pure left-handed weak current and the
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total absence of Left-Right symmetry

JW
µ = uLγµdL +νLγµeL . (6)

On the other hand, Left-Right symmetry is a fun-
damental space-time symmetry and it shapes our
understanding of the world. Its role is similar to the one
played by Lorentz symmetry or even more basically by
the invariance under the Galilean laws of mechanics.
It is perhaps not surprising that even Lee and Yang in
their classic seemed reluctant to accept that Left-Right
symmetry could be broken at the fundamental level. In
their own words [27]: “If such asymmetry is indeed found,
the question could still be raised whether there could
not exist corresponding elementary particles exhibiting
opposite asymmetry such that in the broader sense there
will still be over-all right-left symmetry".

In the SM, maximal Parity violation is essential, in
a way as important as the fact that the weak current
has vector and axial vector character. The latter allows
for a gauge theory, the central step taken by Glashow,
the one that made all the difference. But is is the
former one that leads to the simple and predictive Higgs
mechanism origin of mass. Maximal parity violation
implies LH fermion doublets and RH singlets, leading
to massless quarks and charged leptons. This is cured
with the single Higgs doublet for both leptons and quarks.

The SM, which started as a theory of weak interactions,
turned into a theory of the origin of mass. Mass becomes
a dynamical variable whose value determines uniquely
the associated Higgs boson decay. Today we know with
certainty that W , Z and the third generation charged
fermions get the mass from the Higgs mechanism, and
even the muon is getting there [29].

In order to truly appreciate the importance of the
maximal parity violation for the sake of the SM success,
imagine for a moment that Lee and Yang had been wrong
and that we live in a parity conserving world with the
LR weak interaction, or in other words, the vector-like
weak currents. All hell would break loose as we shall see1.

In such imaginary vector-like version of the SM, based
on the SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry, the quark assign-
ment then becomes

qL =
(

uL
dL

)
,

(
uR
dR

)
= qR , (7)

which clearly allows for a direct quark mass term qLMqR .

1 I advise students (and even teachers) of the SM to go through this
exercise - it is mind boggling how often the SM gets criticised in spite
of its remarkable simplicity and predictivity.

This is its doom. The first issue is the miracle that M,
a gauge singlet, is of the order of MW , the scale of symme-
try breaking, instead of escaping to a large scale as say
MP . Well, miracles happen, you say, but the problem is
that up quark and down quarks mass matrices would be
the same. The only way out would be the inclusion of an
adjoint Higgs, a real triplet T, with the following Yukawa
sector

LY = qL(M+YT T)qR +h.c. (8)

Once the triplet gets a non-vanishing vev 〈T〉 =
vdiag(1,−1), the up and down quark mass matrices get
split

Mu = M+YT v, Mu = M−YT v , (9)

and seemingly all is well. However, flavor conservation
in neutral currents requires another little miracle, the
alignment of M and YT matrices, since they must be
simultaneously diagonalised. Well, miracles happen, you
say again, but the problem then becomes that Mu and
Md get simultaneously diagonalised as well, implying the
vanishing of the quark mixings, VCKM = 1. Notice that
you would get nothing by adding yet another triplet T ′,
for you can always rotate them so that just one has the
vev - and only real triplets can have the Yukawas. In this
theory there would be no quark mixing, not sufficiently
to describe the real world.

It gets even worse. The real triplet Higgs vev would
give MZ = 0, requiring an additional, different Higgs
multiplet (say a doublet) on top - basically, all the predic-
tions of the SM would be gone. In this sense the great
success of the SM appears even more profound. And it
was maximal parity violation, as we keep stressing, that
made all the difference. Weinberg put it nicely some ten
years ago: “V-A was the key" [30] to make the SM what it
is. The maximality of parity violation is essential for the
success of the SM, both in the gauge sector and regarding
charged fermion masses.

However, the same maximal parity violation, together
with minimality, forbids neutrino mass by the very SM
structure in the lepton sector(

νL
eL

)
, eR . (10)

It must be stressed that minimality plays here an essen-
tial role. It excludes the right-handed neutrino, and the
Higgs doublet is insufficient to give neutrino an other-
wise Majorana mass. And minimality in true theories
is a must: without it, the theory would be stripped of
predictivity. The vanishing of neutrino mass is a true,
profound prediction of the SM. With the discovery of
neutrino mass, the SM finally showed its incompleteness,
one that paves the way to new physics.
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In this sense, our imagined Left-Right symmetry, that
failed miserably in the quark and gauge boson sector, suc-
ceeds in the leptonic sector. The vector-like lepton world
would look like (

νL
eL

)
,

(
νR
eR

)
, (11)

so that the RH neutrino would be automatic, and neu-
trino mass ensured.

Let me pause to reflect on what this taught us. We
ended up with a kind of conflict, with neutrino mass call-
ing for Left-Right symmetry and charged fermions de-
manding it to be broken maximally. The way out of this
conflict, as always when you need a symmetry and need it
broken at the same time, is to have the symmetry sponta-
neously broken. This turns out to make all the difference,
and allows for the development of a true theory of neutral
fermion masses, the Left-Right Symmetric Model. From
the modern point of view, it appears almost inevitable, al-
though the historic route was rather different, basically
opposite. The Left-Right symmetric theory was originally
suggested in order to account for parity violation in weak
interaction, nothing more. As we said, the prediction of
non-zero neutrino mass seemed to be its curse, until his-
tory vindicated it and turned it into its main virtue.

V. THE THEORY

The minimal LRSM [13] is based on the gauge group
GLR = SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)B−L. Thus a new set of
gauge bosons, the right-handed ones, are added to W and
Z, which now are called the left-handed ones. Quarks and
leptons are completely symmetric under parity:

QL =
(

u
d

)
L

P←→
(

u
d

)
R
=QR ,

`L =
(
ν

e

)
L

P←→
(
ν

e

)
R
= `R . (12)

Strictly speaking, one could use charge conjugation in-
stead of parity and a lover of grand unification may prefer
it, since in the SO(10) grand unified theory it is actually a
finite gauge transformation [14]. She should rest assured
that most of the results go through with proper modifica-
tions. In what follows we will be however mostly focused
on parity, unless specified otherwise - after all, it is parity
that first come to mind when one speaks of left transform-
ing into right.

LR symmetry delivers a fundamental prediction of
neutrino mass from the outset, just as it would have been
in an imagined world of vector-like SM: The existence
of νL implies by default the existence of νR . The issue
of the smallness of neutrino mass disfavours the Dirac
case [31], and points to the Majorana version through
the seesaw mechanism, a natural outcome of symmetry

breaking as we now describe.

The following step is crucial. Parity gets broken spon-
taneously, and the scale of breaking corresponds to the
mass of the SU(2)R gauge bosons WR , with MWR À MWL
(the SM is recovered for MWR → ∞). Most important,
in the process of symmetry breaking, the RH neutrino
(called N hereafter) becomes heavy, MN ∝ MWR . It be-
comes a Majorana neutral lepton, with its own dynamics.
In the LRSM, N has interactions with WR , and thus can
be naturally produced in a hadron collider - it leads to
testable predictions of new phenomena.

And most important, in the process of symmetry break-
ing one predicts MN ∝ MWR , making the RH neutrino N
naturally heavy. The seesaw formula

Mν =−MT
D

1
MN

MD (13)

then ensures the lightness of neutrino, connecting it to
the near maximality of parity violation in nature. An
important comment: one often talks of producing N at
colliders through the mixing with light neutrino via MD ,
but that is not the seesaw picture where MN À MD .
Rather, it would require cancellations and the accidental
smallness of neutrino mass.

There is more to it, though. It turns out that the theory
is self-contained, in the sense that the seesaw can be un-
tangled and MD determined [32] from (13). This is best
illustrated for the case of real MD (or alternatively, the
use of charge conjugation instead of parity), which then
gives

MD = iMN

√
M−1

N Mν . (14)

All ambiguity that normally plagues [33] the seesaw is
gone.

The key role in this is played by the KS process that
gives LNV at colliders, as advertised above, and at the
same time, provides a direct test of the Majorana nature
of N. It moreover allows to determine MN , which together
from Mν, suffices to predict MD from (14) - and in turn the
associated N decays, discussed below.

A. The KS process: from Majorana to LHC

The KS process has two important aspects. The first
one, the direct LNV at hadron colliders is shown in Fig.2.

In complete analogy with the (LH) W production,
once WR is produced it decays into a lepton and a RH
neutrino N. Because N is a Majorana particle, this
can lead to LNV, just as in 0ν2β, and you again get
same-sign leptons. We should stress that this feature
is rather generic of models of neutrino Majorana mass,
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FIG. 2. Keung-Senjanović process: LNV at colliders, consisting
of two same sign leptons and two jets.

for a review see [34]. This said, one can always imagine
situations where the Majorana mass spectrum conspires
to create Dirac-like states [35] - after all, a Dirac particle
is a case of two degenerate Majorana masses. Not being
generic, we shall discuss such particular situations in
what follows.

However, in contrast with LNV in 0ν2β, here we have
a collider process, where by measuring energies and
momenta of the final state particles, one can reconstruct
the properties of WR and N. The KS process allows to
probe MN , complementing the low energy determination
of Mν. From MD and MN one in turns obtains the ν−N
mixing, which then allows to determine the relevant
associated decay rates.

We also have a deep connection with 0ν2β [36], which
makes 0ν2β crucial for the probe of the theory. If at least
one electron comes out RH, it would imply that in the
LRSM it is the physics of WR and N that dominates this
process and would provide a great impetus for its accessi-
bility at the LHC or the next hadron collider. For a recent
study regarding the neutrinoless double beta decay in the
LRSM, see [37].

There is moreover a connection with low energy lepton
flavor violation processes, such as µ→ eγ, µ→ e e ē and
µ → e conversion in nuclei. These rare processes are
actually correlated in the LRSM [38]. For the possibly
accessible LR symmetric scale in the TeV region, their
suppression implies mN ¿ MWR (or an unnatural de-
generacy of N masses), in analogy with the small charm
quark mass as a guarantee for tiny K−K̄ mass difference.
This has been nicely summarized in the Ph.D. Thesis by
Tello [39].

There is still more to it. Since N is Majorana, half par-
ticle and half anti-particle, once you produce it on-shell
it has to decay equally often into a charged lepton or
its anti-particle [24]. The outcome of the process is 50%
same-sign leptons and 50% lepton-antilepton, as depicted
in Fig. 3. This offers a unique opportunity of probing the
nature of mass: we can literally see inside Majorana’s
vision.

ū

d

WR

WR

j

j

`

¯̀

N

ū

d

WR

WR

j

j

`

`

N

FIG. 3. Keung-Senjanović process: Lepton number conserving
version, with two opposite sign charged leptons and two jets.

Before moving on to discuss the challenge of disentan-
gling the seesaw experimentally, a comment is called re-
garding the production of N in the KS process. Clearly,
the existence of WR is tailor made for this task, but is it
crucial? One could argue that WL could do the job - af-
ter all, N couples to it through the mixing θνN = M−1

N MD .
In the LRSM this is however negligible since the produc-
tion rate goes as θ2

νN = Mν/MN from (14). Once again, the
predictivity of the theory helps keeping things clear and
simple.

What would happen, however, if one were to disregard
the theory behind its existence and just kept N? Due to
the ambiguity [33] of the seesaw in the SM, one could now
artificially boost arbitrary MD to make the production as
large as needed [40]. In other words, one could profit from
the failure of the seesaw to make predictions per se.

The trouble is that this then goes against the whole
point of providing a rationale behind a small neutrino
mass, since neutrino would be light due to accidental can-
cellations, rather than a small θνN mixing. The LR sym-
metry and the existence of WR play a fundamental role in
making a seesaw scenario a true theory of neutrino mass.

B. LR symmetry: untangling the seesaw

Once the Majorana nature of N is verified, one can turn
to probing the nature of the LH neutrino mass, by disen-
tangling the see-saw. This has been studied in great de-
tail in recent years [41]. By knowing the masses of RH
and LH neutrinos, one can determine the neutrino Dirac
mass matrix MD as illustrated in (14), and then in turn
predict a plethora of new decays. In particular, one can
predict the decay of RH neutrino into a W and a charged
lepton, illustrated here for a simple case of the same LH
and RH leptonic mixings

Γ(N →W`)∝ m2
N

M2
W

mν . (15)

For an associated LHC study, see e.g. [42].
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Since this decay is induced by the ν− N mixing, the
outgoing charged lepton must be left-handed. There is
also an associated decay into the right-handed charged
lepton due to WL −WR mixing, and so it is important to
be able to measure the lepton chirality. This was studied
in [43], and argued to be feasible at the LHC.

Notice the key point here: this is in complete analogy
with the SM. In the SM, the knowledge of charged fermion
masses gives you the Higgs decay rates

Γ(h → f̄ f )∝
m2

f

M2
W

mh . (16)

So one can say that LRSM does for uncharged fermions
what the SM did for charged fermions - allows to probe
the Higgs origin of mass.

It is hard to overemphasise the importance of this re-
sult - it means that the theory is self-contained. Compare
this with attempts to use additional ad-hoc textures for
the same task. To appreciate what it means, imagine
giving up the minimality of the SM and its prediction
of Yukawa couplings - and thus the Higgs decay rates -
from the knowledge of quark and charged lepton masses.
Instead, you decide to add more Higgs and look for the
textures that would give you predictions, of the same type
that you had in the first place and you gave up.

Alternatively, one sometimes makes assumptions
about the parameter space of the theory, and then makes
custom-fit adjustments by enlarging the minimal model
- and sadly, loses the main predictions that enable to
disentangle the seesaw. This is in a sense even more
problematic than the texture tricks, since the last thing
to do is fix the parameters and then look ways to live
with them, especially when you have at hands a real
theory that gives you a handle on the parameter space
in question. So again, imagine giving up the minimality
of the SM that determines the charm quark mass from
K − K̄ mass difference, and instead fixing the mass
arbitrarily and looking for extensions that can account
for it. In a sense, this should be considered opposite from
predictivity.

The KS process puts a limit on the WR mass of 4− 5
TeV [25], depending on the mass of the RH neutrino. At
the same time, there is a hard limit on WR mass from its
decay into di-jets, of 4 TeV [44]. The limits set by the LHC
are already far above those set theoretically from low en-
ergy K − K̄ mixing. Fig.4 shows a summary the limits
found in [45]. It can be seen that a WR signal could be
seen all the way up to 8 TeV, with possibility of discovery
up to 6 TeV.

A similar study has been performed for a future 100
TeV collider [46], giving the possibility of WR discovery
up to 40TeV, depending on the properties of N.
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FIG. 4. Summary of LHC reach from [45].

C. LR symmetry: neutrino mass vs strong CP

Before closing, a few words about a surprising con-
nection between the seesaw mechanism and strong CP
violation in this theory. It stems from an important
constraint that parity symmetry places on quark Yukawa
couplings, otherwise arbitrary in the SM - they must
be hermitian. Since parity gets broken spontaneously,
quark mass matrices are not necessarily hermitian. Still,
the RH quark mixing matrix gets predicted [47] from its
LH counterpart, the CKM matrix. This is a fundamental
result, for it allows to make predictions for the physics of
the RH gauge boson, including the KS process that plays
a crucial role in neutrino physics.

Moreover, this correlates strong CP violation to the
neutrino sector. The point is that the consistency of the
theory, based on spontaneous breaking of parity, requires
the vanishing of the QCD strong CP parameter θ [48].
This in turn makes the electro-weak contribution to
strong CP - the argdet M term - physical [49], unlike
the situation in the SM. In particular, it has a profound
impact on the spontaneously generated CP phase, forcing
it to vanish to a great precision at the tree level. It can be
shown that the loop effects involve the RH neutrino N,
providing a beautiful interplay between strong and the
leptonic CP violation [50]. The bottom line is the same
condition for the smallness of LFV then keeps the strong
CP parameter θ̄ under control [51]. Strong CP violation,
far from being a problem, serves an important role of
reducing the parameter space of the theory, and it does it
a controlled, technically natural manner.

VI. OUTLOOK

The reader probably knows that there are uncountable
models of neutrino mass, and the number is growing
as you read this. It is impossible to keep track of them
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and for a novice it may be frustrating and confusing to
follow the field of model building. If you find yourself
in this category, do not worry. The main message that
I tried to convey here is that among all these models,
there are very few true theories, not tailor ordered a
posteriori. I have presented a series of arguments that in
this sense the Left-Right Symmetric Model is unique. It
is analogous to the SM in being completely self-contained
and predictive.

The crucial role in all of this is played by the neutrino-
less double beta decay, because it is the first step towards
a probe of a Majorana nature of neutrino mass. As we
have seen, depending on the polarization of the electron
in the process, it may mean that LNV at hadron colliders
ends up being equally important. If the electron comes
out RH, then the neutrinoless double beta decay is due to
new physics beyond neutrino mass, and this new physics
would be reachable at the next collider, if not at the LHC.
This would give us a unique chance to probe the theory
behind the Majorana nature of the neutrino. So even if
you do not care about the search of a fundamental theory,
you should appreciate the importance of experiments that
probe LNV. They touch into the core of the mass issue.
Needless to say, it is also essential to keep determining
neutrino mixings and the mass scale - even if this by
itself may not be so fundamental - in order to be able to

test the theories at hand.

I also tried to convince you that deep down one has to
face the question of Left-Right symmetry, since parity is
at the centre of the Standard Model. It was parity break-
down that led to the V-A theory, a precursor of the SM. We
could ask then, paraphrasing Weinberg [30]: will V+A be
the key?
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